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The Plumb Bob
by Hank Allen
This article takes its inspiration
iron. Steel points were offered with
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some bobs and japanning was offered
with Bruce Cynar of Fort Wayne,
with some iron bobs. Several cataIndiana and from his publication
logs had the same selection suggestThe Plumb Line. Bruce is General
ing a common manufacturer.
Manager of News Channel 15 in
But not all plumb bobs of this
Fort Wayne and an avid plumb bob
period were so mundane. Collectors
collector. So I want to thank Bruce
have bobs of ivory, bone, pottery and
for sharing his knowledge and prowood. There are little bobs for
viding the photos for this article.
clockmaking, large bobs for shipEgyptians certainly used plumb
building, bobs for special purposes,
devices to build the pyramids, and
and bobs with exotic shapes and exFigure 1 . Bruce Cynar and a few bobs.
perhaps others used them earlier. .
traordinary hand-done decoration and
These very early bobs were simply
filigree. Figure 1 shows Bruce with some
shaped stones, sometimes with grooves
of the bobs that occupy a wall in his home.
around them to keep the line from
Figure 2 shows a whale bone bob to the
slipping off. Such crude bobs, with no
left of three ivory ones. Figure 3 shows
thought yet of a point at the bottom,
three shapely brass bobs. Note the amount
offered sufficient accuracy for their
of decoration on all of these bobs. Many
purpose. An early improvement was the
of the finest brass plumb bobs are from
drilling of a hole to attach the line.
England.
Illustrations of early plumb bobs appear
in the December 1992 issue of The
(continued on page 4)

Plumb Line.
Figure 2. Whale bone & ivory bobs.
The plumb bob evolved to meet
requirements for accuracy in such functions
as erecting tall buildings, installing machinery, mining and surveying. Symmetrical
construction to assure the plumb bob would
hang on its central axis, affixing the line on
the central axis with the point, and the point
itself were the improvements that brought us
to the bobs we find in American hardware
catalogs of the 1800s (Shannon, Walter's,
Russell & Erwin, Hammacher Schlemmer
etc.). Most bobs offered in this general
market were heart shaped, with an occasional Figure 3. Brass plumb bobs.
turnip shape, and were made of brass, lead or
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Speakers' Profiles
New York Machinist-made Metal Planes and Piano
Maker's Tools will be the subject presented at our November 6th meeting by Dominic Micalizzi and Dan Semel.
They've asked us to bring any examples we have to the
meeting.
Collectors of Rare and Familiar Tools Society
of New Jersey
President ....... JOHN M. WHELAN, Murray Hill
Vice President ...... JOSEPH G. HAUCK, Lebanon
Secretary ....... BARBARA FARNHAM, Stockton
Treasurer . . . . . . . . HELEN WHELAN, Murray Hill
The purpose of CRAFTS ofNew Jersey is to encourage
interest in early trades and industries, and in the identification, study, preservation and exhibition of tools and
implements used and made in New Jersey as an integral
part of our heritage.
Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares
the above interests. Annual dues per person or couple
are ten dollars for the membership year of July 1 through
June 30. Membership fees may be sent to the Treasurer:
Helen Whelan, 38 Colony Court, Murray Hill, NJ
07974.
CRAFTS of NJ meets at the HOST Masonic Lodge,
High Bridge. Take I-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton. Go
north on Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic light at the
High Bridge exit. Tum right and go about half a mile to
Dennis Ave. Tum left, then straight to the Masonic
Lodge (on the left). Tailgate sales in the parking lot
begin at 1 P.M.; meeting starts at 2 P.M.
THE TOOL SHED
Published five times a year for members of CRAFTS of
New Jersey. Editor: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside Ave.,
Chatham, NJ 07928-1732. Managing Editor: Hank
Allen. Articles, especially about New Jersey tools and
trades, are encouraged and may be sent to the editors.
Send legible hand-written or typed text, or PC ascii or
Word Perfect® PC disk, or FAX to 201 635-7939 or
201 301-9781.
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Dan Semel is a Manhattan attorney and owner of a
collection that he describes as eclectic. He began collecting in the early 1970s and was then president of a group of
NYC collectors whq met at the public library. Perhaps this
is where his penchant for research was nourished. He is a
member of EAIA, Mid-West, LIATCA and CRAFTS and
has supported these groups as author, exhibitor and
speaker. His monograph on Thomas Grant is well known
to wooden plane collectors, and he has written several
articles for The Chronicle.
Dan's current interests include NYC tools of the period
18 5 0-1900, miniature lathes and tool chests of all kinds.
Piano maker's tools interest him because they were made
primarily in NYC. Some of his tools are in two Smithsonian exhibitions: The American Revolution and Engines of
Change. His early machinist tool chest from Taunton,
Mass. is the only item in the latter exhibition from a
private collection.
Dominic Micalizzi needs no introduction to CRAFTS
members. This will be his fifth appearance as a speaker.
Dominic is a professional woodworker from Brooklyn
who, with his 4 brothers, operates Micalizzi Custom
Furniture in Jamesburg NJ. They do custom work including furniture refinishing and restoration. Dominic will also
restore tools for other collectors. Herb Kean told me that
no one can match patina the way Dominic does.
His occupation gives him the opportunity to use the
old tools that he has been collecting for 20 years, and to
hand craft beautiful and unique tools for special jobs.
Dominic is also a member of EAIA and Mid-West. His
interest in NYC machinist-made tools is relatively recent.
His latest acquisition is a violin maker's palm plane
attributable to Erlandson, which he belives to be unique.
I'll bet he brings it with him.

CRAFTS Calendar of Events
Hank Allen
Nov. 6 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
Nov. 30 - TOOLSHED and free ad deadline
Feb. 5 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
April 9 - CRAFTS meeting, High Bridge, N.J.
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PRES ID ENr-r'S
CORNER
Editing, pnntmg, and mailing the TOOLSHED
consumes a month, so that this column is being written on
returning home from the picnic on Sept. I 1. Even at the
picnic, Herb Kean and Hank Allen were hard at work
polishing the galley for this Toolshed, except for space this
column will fill. Herb has left big shoes to fill, but Hank
looks up to it. Hank has dug into the job with huge fervor
and ability, and we expect to have some great features in
upcoming issues.
The weather continued its almost unblemished
cooperation, and organization was up to Ken Vliet's high
standard. The registration for the picnic lunch was 188
adults and 11 children, a few over last year's, and was
much less hectic due to the new early deadline. The
dealer's tool displays were again the main attraction, and
I thought that the variety and quality of tools to be seen
compared well with dealer offerings at major tool shows.
One of the principal pleasures of this job is the chance
to recognize outstanding service to CRAFTS by
presentation of the Harry O'Neill award. This year it went
to the two people who put in long hours to sort, select,
classify, tag and catalog the tools submitted for our
auctions. Steve Zluky has been doing this since we started
auctions, and for the past few years has been ably assisted
by Greg Welsh. This chore is one of the essential
ingredients to the success of the CRAFTS auctions, and we
owe them our gratitude.
Prizes were awarded to Roger Smith for the best
make-do, to Vincent King for the ugliest tool, to Dominic
Micalizzi for the most beautiful, and to Hank Allen for
most unusual. Ann Rokita took the prize for best woman's
display., and Frank Kingsbury for best men's display.

Moot Yow 'Doal111s
The purpose of this column is NOT to
evaluate dealers, but simply to present
useful and interesting information about
sources of tools.
Bany Hurchalla has been auctioning tools for as long
as I have been collecting them. If you have not attended any of his Pennsylvania sales, you had a chance
to appreciate his auctioneering skills at our CRAFTS
auction last April. He normally holds forth at the
Wayside Community Room in Gilbertsville, near
Boyertown, PA (Old timers will remember the earlier
locale at the Ridge Fire Co). It's not the easiest place
to find. For first timers, some direction may help. Take
Cedar Crest Boulevard (Route 29) south from Route
78. This turns into Route 100: stay on this after 29
branches off, even after a sign saying Gilbertsville tries
to lure you away. Three traffic lights later, tum right
on Grosser Road (it's marked), left up the hill and look
for the tailgaters.
Barry was chosen by the legendary collector, A. M.
Beitler, to dispose of his incredible collection. Starting
in October 1990 and every month thereafter through
I 991, he sold five hundred or more lots per auction
from this one collection! The cream was saved for a
special auction at the Inn at Reading in June '91, one
highlight of which was a pair of T. Napier crown
molders which brought $11,250. Even after sixteen
all-Beitler auctions, the collection continued to provide
part of the tools for Barry's monthly auctions through
1992.
If you are not on his mailing list, you can reach him
at RD2 Box 558, Boyertown, PA 19512 or at
(610)323-0333. A copy of the listing for one of his
regular auctions is available for a dollar. He saves the
best items for catalog auctions in fancier quarters at
Reading every year.
Jack Whelan

AUCTION
Joe Hauck reminds you to pick up your tool
submission blanks for next April's auction from him at
the November meeting, or by mail if you don't make it.

Welcome to new members Steve & Marisa Fulgoni
(Seaford, NY); Glenn & Dawn Lauritsen (South River);
Randy Medlin (Laurinburg, NC); David & Melinda Moore
(Lansdale, PA); Don & Marjorie Peloubet (Lake
Hiawatha); Kenneth Schmitz (Morristown); Marvin &
Karen Schwalb (Livingston); Robert & Darlene Wagner
(Bridgewater); & John Walkawiak, Jr. (Minneapolis, MN).
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The Plumb Bob
continued
by Hank Allen
Stone masons of the guilds in Europe relied on plumbs
and plumb levels in their work, and the importance of these
and other tools has carried over symbolically into Freemasonry. In the current Williamsbwg exhibition, Tools :
Working Wood in Eighteenth-Century America, there is a
Master's Chair from a Vrrginia Masonic Lodge that dates to
the late 1760s. As shown on page 45 of Jay Gaynor and
Nancy Hagedorn's exhibition book (same name), it's
decorated with symbolic tools including three plumb bobs
which symbolize uprightness. Masonic Trestle B9ards of
the 18th century depicted both the plumb board and the
plumb level. And, the plumb bob is the symbol of a past
master. I've wondered whether the more exotic brass or
ivory plumb bobs that collectors prize may not have had
their origins in Freemasonry, either as symbols of office or
as gifts for service; but, an expert in Freemasonry assures
me this is not the case, at least in England or America.
"What should we do with the string?" is a question
answered in three issues of The Plumb Line. There are
three options with multitudes of variations: (1) store the
line on a device off the plumb bob, (2) store the line on the
outside of the bob and (3) store the line on a reel inside the
bob. This third option includes some of the most complex
mechanisms among all hand tools. Let's examine the three
options.
(I) Off-bob line storage: Spools or bobbins are
commonly used to store line; some have handle-spindles to
facilitate winding and unwinding. There are homemade and
manufactured examples and finely-crafted examples in
exotic woods, brass or ivory. An occasional spool is
hollowed out at one end so the bob can be stored in it for
protection. There is even a simple, but patented, bent-wire
device for storing line. There are also spring-loaded reels,
including a patented square reel case with a nail mounted
within its top so the case can be nailed in a position for the
bob to be hung from it. For tall-building construction or
mining, where long lines were necessary, large reels resembling fishing reels were used. If bobs were very large, wire
may have been used in place of line.
(2) On-bob storage: Some plumb bobs are constructed
to provide space on the bob to store the line. Laroy Starrett
patented the frrst slender cylindrical plumb bob in 1906. It
has a space of reduced diameter at the top for winding the
line. Incidentally, this may have been the first plumb bob
to be mercury-filled to increase its weight. Mercury weighs
about 75% more than steel. Traditionally-shaped plumb
bobs may have a flange or wide brim on the cap so that the
line can be wound on the space between it and the body of
the bob.
4
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A variation of this is to have a free-spinning spool
between the cap and the body of the bob. Knurled edges on
the spool assist in hand winding the line. In either of these
variations the line usually passes upward over a notch or
grooves on the flange or brim of the storage space, across
a slot in the cap and up through the center of the cap such
that the line is frictionally engaged.
One on-bob device stands out. It was patented June 2,
1874 by Justus Traut of New Britain and assigned to The
Stanley Rule and Level Company. It is called the "adjustable" plumb bob and appears in my 1879 and 1909 Stanley
catalogs. Stanley aficionados will know how long after
1909 it was offered. Examples may have the application
date of April 28, 1874 stamped on them rather than the
patent issue date. On top of the bob proper is a frame that
holds a reel with knurled edges for hand winding. The line
passes from the reel upward through the center of the cap.
Between the reel and the frame on one side is a spring of
appropriate tension so that the reel will hold unused line
under the weight of the bob alone. A slight jerking of the
deployed line causes more line to be released. I don't know
whether the name "adjustable" comes from this feature or
from the fact that tension in the spring can be varied
slightly. An improvement to this kind of bob was patented
in 18 97 by Albert Kilbourne of West Pike, Pennsylvania.
He added a coil spring inside the reel and a brake to hold
the line.
(3) Internal Storage: There are three kinds of internal
storage reels: reels with external cranks for winding the
line, reels that are wound by turning the stem or body of the
plumb bob and spring-loaded reels that rewind automatically. Most have either a brake on the reel or a friction
device in the cap to keep line from unwinding when the bob
is in use. Bruce believes the development of internal reels
satisfied a "quest for gadgetry" and was strictly American.
Let's look at three different internal reels, one from a New
Jersey inventor.
The frrst American patent for a plumb bob was granted
to Benjamin Chappell of Norwich, Connecticut on November 13, 1860. On April 3, 1962, over I 00 years later,
Iional Knaus of Worthington, Ohio patented a plumb bob
whose internal mechanism is almost identical to Chappell's;
but, it did have a different approach to clamping the line.
The Knaus bob is shown in Figure 4. You'll see a top
section with a reel and an enclosed coil spring. This top
section screws into the hollowed-out bottom section, which
is the way most internal-reel bobs were constructed. To the
left of the spring case is a large gear that meshes with a
small gear on a shaft above the case. The shaft also has a

large gear attached to it that meshes with a small gear
attached to the reel. Thus, one turn of the spring case
causes many turns of the reel. This feature permits a longer
line to be employed than if there were a direct drive between
the case and the reel. A friction brake compresses the line
as it passes up through the top of the bob. Pressing the
spring-backed screw shown in Figure 4 releases the line,
which can then be pulled out or automatically rewound.
The Chappell plumb bob line was clamped by screwing
down the bob's cap.
On November 2, 1920 Eugene Stanley Bush of
Pendleton, Oregon received a patent for a dual-spring,
internal-reel plumb bob that became known as the "Lightning" plumb bob. This bob is shown in Figure 5. It has a
two-part body with the mechanism attached to the top
section. Bruce tells me that some of these bobs are so well
made that it may not be obvious that they come apart. The
reel is mounted in the center on a shaft with small pinion
gears on each side that mesh with teeth on the outside of the
two spring cases. The ratio of revolutions of the reel to the
spring cases is 6.6 to 1. The brake consists of a pair of
angle plates in the neck of the bob that close against the line
when the cap is screwed down and release the line when the
cap is loosened.
One of two New Jersey plumb bob patents belonged to
Jeuleos Gambllee of Tenafly and was dated October 21,
1913. (The other patent belonged to Maschil Converse of
Newark and was for a hollow plumb bob body spun or
stamped from sheet brass.) Gambllee's plumb bob has a
two-part body with an internal reel attached to the bottom
section. There is a small pinion gear mounted on one side
of the reel shaft that is engaged from above by a horizontal,
circular crown gear. The crown gear is attached to a shank
that extends above the neck of the bob and ends with a
round, knurled finger piece that is fastened to the shank
with a set screw. The top of the shank is threaded so that a
nut on it (below the finger piece) can be tightened against
the neck to prevent rotation of the shank. The line extends

Figure 4. Knaus bob, with
mechanism similar to Chappell's.

up through the shank and can be deployed by loosening the
nut. The line is rewound by turning the finger piece with
the nut loose. Since the crown gear has many more teeth
than the pinion gear, a few turns of the finger piece will
wind the entire line. Figure 6 is not the Gambllee bob, but
you'll see it has a similar, but simpler, mechanism.
All of the internal-reel bobs described have ·vertical
reels. Some bobs have horizontal reels that operate in
essentially the same way after the direction of the line is
altered from vertical to horizontal.
This article does not cover manufacturers. However,
the June 1992 issue of The Plumb Line lists over 150
manufacturers and dealers. While many are well known,
others are not and we're not sure into which category they
fall. One prominent New Jersey manufacturer and distributor, Kueffel & Esser Company, was founded in Hoboken in
1867. They became one of the largest manufacturers of
surveyors' equipment including plumb bobs. Their 1927
catalog had 548 pages and included 5 plumb bobs in 11
variations.
If you want to know more about plumb bobs, the
complete set of 16 issues of The Plumb Line is available
from Bruce Cynar for$ 45. (Note: the September issue is
the final issue.) Included are patent drawings for most
plumb bobs, a list of manufactures and distributors, a list of
collectors and dealers interested in plumb bobs, and many
articles and pictures. If you want to see more pictures of
some nice plumb bobs I suggest the color covers of David
Stanley's catalogs of the last 5 years. Also, for a spectacular color display of plumb bobs see the centerfold of the
Murland-Parker International Tool Auction of July 29,
1994.
Sometime next year we'll have a shorter article to wrap
up this topic, to include information on plumb bob points
and some unusual, special-purpose bobs. Thanks again to
Bruce Cynar!

Figure 5. Bush dual-spring,
internal-reel Lightning bob.

********

Figure 6. Bob with mechanism
similar to Gambllee bob.
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Book Review
The American Patented Brace 1829-1924:
An Illustrated Directory of Patents
By Ronald W. Pearson D.O., Astragal Press
Mendham N.J., 1994 paperback, 185 pp, $22.95

Author Ron Pearson is an osteopathic surgeon from
Erie, Pennsylvania and an authority on braces. His tool
collection, which originally centered on axes and edge tools,
began 15 years ago with the purchase of an $18 I-handled
auger. Braces, including about 200 examples of American
patented braces, are now his main interest.
A past-president of Mid-West and a frequent exhibitor
at tool gatherings, he has written for The Gristmill and
spoken on braces and tool restoration at EAIA and
Mid-West meetings. Anyone into American patented
braces knows of his earlier publication A Guide to
American Brace Patents 1829- 1910, which provided a
chronological list of brace patents. His new book American
Patented Braces 1829-1924: An Illustrated Directory of
Patents ("Pearson") is a masterful blend of research and
personal experience.

have patent number, patent date, patentee, location,
description and a rarity code. The description is necessarily
brief but does give a clue as to the nature of a patent.
Following the lists are patent drawings for all but our
two earliest braces; the 1836 Taylor brace which we see
frequently and the 1829 Phelps brace which remains a
mystery as no example with this name or patent date has
been found. The quality of these drawings is impressive.
Serious collectors may want to obtain the patent text to
accompany these drawings, because what has been patented
is often not clear from drawings alone. Also, patent text
may give historical perspective not available elsewhere. The
drawings in Pearson provide collectors with a handy field
guide to patented braces. At tool gatherings you'll know a
brace collector because Pearson will be under one arm.

Heard takedown brace in original box with instructions.
Patent date is January 3, 1905.

Ron Pearson with one of his favorite braces
the takedown brace of George M. D. Heard'.

After a brief introduction which describes some earlier
braces and provides some history on American patented
braces, Pearson has an updated and expanded chronological
list of 512 American brace patents and a second new list
that is alphabetic by patentee. The latter list lets you look
up patent numbers or dates if you have only the patentee's
name. You can also see which inventors had multiple
patents; Amidon leads with 14, followed by Ives with 12,
Peck with 8, and Backus and Goodell with 7. Four
additional lists identify ratchet braces corner braces
wrench braces and combination tool brace~. All of the list~
6
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Best of all, Ron has done for American patented braces
what the Pollaks have done for wooden planes, and that is
to provide rarity ratings. The ratings reflect Ron's personal
observations of collections, displays, tools offered for sale
or offered in catalogs. He hopes someday that an information exchange will be established, as the Pollaks have done
for wooden planes, to report holdings or sightings of
patented braces. We should applaud Ron's courage to make
this first attempt alone and his willingness to share his experience with us. For rarity codes he uses "NS" for a brace
he's never seen, "A" for 1-5 braces, "B" for 6-20 braces,
"C" for over 20 braces but not common and "FF" for braces
found frequently. A distribution of these ratings by patent
years is shown in Figure 1 (7 braces were not rated).
Patent Date Total "NS"
To - 1859
35
14
1860 - 69
84
51
1870 - 79
91
51
1880 - 89 107
51
1890 - 99
77
54
1900 - 24 111
84
505 305

"AH

"B"

Ile"

"FF"

10
14
12
29
12
12
89

7
14
22
23
9
11
86

2
3
2
2
2
4
15

2
2
4
2

Figure 1. Rarity rating distribution.
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The ratings provide a few surprises. First, I would have
expected fewer than 305 of the 505 rated patents to be
''NS". It would be interesting to know how many of the 3 05
were actually manufactured. Second, I would have expected to find larger proportions of the "NS" ratings among
the earlier braces than among the later braces, but that is
not the case. It's very surprising that 76% of the
1900-1924 patents are "NS". Perhaps these later patents
were less likely to have been manufactured.
The third surprise is that I would have expected the
more common braces to outnumber the rarer ones. The
reverse is true: 89 braces are rated "A", 86 are "B", 15 are
"C", and 10 are "FF". Finally, I would have expected the
most common braces to be the later ones. Instead, all of the
"FF" braces were patented before 1883. Of course, some
of these earlier braces were manufactured over long periods.
The 1859 Spofford brace with the split or clam-shell chuck
was still being made by Stanley well into this century.

Nostalgia
I have one wall in my den that has about 30 tools arranged on
it in an artistic fashion. Needless to say, I didn't do the arranging;
Doris did. As the years have gone by, many tools have been
replaced on this wall, - but not without the approval of the "Chief
Interior Decorator." Only a handful remain from the original ones
that were there over twenty years ago. One is a three inch auger,
in good condition but quite common. Why is it still there, flanked
by a Pilkington brace and an 1872 Millers Patent? Because it
was the first tool that Doris bought, and according to her, - the
one that started me collecting. My memory says otherwise, but
we terminated that argument years ago. The one thing that we do
agree on, is where it was bought. We both remember that quite
vividly, but for different reasons.
It was a few years before the Bicentennial, and we were on
our way to see a demonstration by the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police just across the St. Lawrence River. I don't know if they
still do it anymore. It would be a shame if it's over, as it was a
display of horsemanship that I have never seen matched. We
weren't to anive in Canada until the following day (Victoria Day),
so we decided to stay over in the U.S. that night.
As we approached the town that we were to stay in, we could
see a celebration of some kind going on, and we got stuck in the
parade behind a fire truck. The guys hanging off the back of the
truck spotted the fireman's tag on my front plate and started a
friendly conversation. We were invited to the field where the Big
Event (whatever that was) was to take place. We were also

The Pearson ratings will evolve as more information is
forthcoming. Some "NS" examples will emerge and some
ratings will be lowered. Also, someday we may know how
many patents actually led to manufactured examples. And,
we may learn more about the assignment of patents and
who actually manufactured which braces. But, there's no
doubt that Pearson lays the foundation for further research
as Ron has hoped it would.
The availability of this unique and important reference
book should increase the interest in American patented
braces and also lead to a more rational price structure. In
general, prices have reflected condition, patent date and
unusual features. Rarity may have affected prices for a few
braces generally thought to be rare, such as the Benjamin
Darling brace that appears on the cover of Pearson, but now
the Pearson ratings will be factored into collectors' decisions to buy and into dealers' prices. Also, imagine the
competition for any "NS" examples that emerge at auction!
Thanks Ron for all you've done for us.
Hank Allen

invited to a picnic spread of "chicken and the works." Who could
refuse that? Doris could; she had a more secluded restaurant on
the river in mind. But she knew how much I liked the firemen's
affairs and gave in.
What has this to do with the auger? Not much, but hang on.
We had a great meal and I felt that it would be insulting not to
share a few beers with our hosts. Doris was ready to go to the
motel when we were rounded up for the Big Event. When they
first explained it to us we thought they were kidding. When we
heard the gunfire from the river, we believed them. The Canadians were crossing the river in mock attack on the "settlement,"
complete with black powder muskets and 18th century garb.
They used every conceivable thing that floated: rowboats,
powerboats, sailboats, canoes, rafts, - you name it. They were
crossing and landing at the prearranged spot, firing their muskets
like crazy.
Here's the part that Doris chooses not to remember: the
arm-bands. If you wanted to "participate," you put on an arm
band. Naturally, I was all for it, and quickly put one on. I was
curious as to what Doris would do. She couldn't repel the
attackers in anyway, and ce1tainly wouldn't fire one of those
"horrible guns." However, when she was told that she and the
other women had an important role, she perked up a little. But
that was only until she was told what the role was; to load the
muskets! Everything fell apart for me right then and there.
Doris insisted that we leave, for fear that the Canadians might
accidentally (or otherwise) mistake her for a participant.
It was a heavy sacrifice for me to leave such a Big Event, but
leave we did. It actually didn't do much good, because the
attackers and the defenders swarmed all over the town (including
our motel) until the wee hours of the morning. I was able to
sneak out and get in on some of the revelry, as "who could sleep
anyway?"
Oh yes, the auger. We bought it the next morning at the
town's gala flea market. It takes a position of honor on the wall,
more for nostalgia than anything else.
THE TOOL SHED - NOVEMBER 1994
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Iron and Tools
by Suzanne Fellman Jacob
The iron industry in Pennsylvania and New Jersey prior to the
American Revolution was prolific, even though prohibited by British
law. Bining 1 identifies 147 forges, furnaces, bloomeries, slitting
mills, nail works, plating mills, and wire mills built before 1800 in
Pennsylvania. Most of these were located in a five county area.
The production of iron in the late l 700's and throughout most
of the l 800's, was usually done by a blast furnace. This means the
type of air blast that went into the furnace. Early iron-making
furnaces were cold blast. After 1830, the hot blast technique was
often used. This system used recycled air from the furnace to preheat
pipes in a stove which heated a fresh blast of air to 800°F before
sending it through the tuyere (inlet air pipe) of a furnace.
Three ingredients were needed to make iron. They were iron
ore, flux (limestone or shells), and fuel (usually charcoal). The
sequence placed in the furnace was: charcoal, iron ore, and
limestone. The furnace's internal temperature had to reach
2600° -3000°F in order to produce the correct type of iron. Iron was
taken (tapped) from the furnace every 8-12 hours.
Charcoal blast furnaces produced crude iron or pig iron. Pig
iron was taken to a forge and made more malleable by a forge
hammer. (Bloomeries made only wrought iron.) Forges converted
cast iron to wrought iron by hammering out the impurities and
carbon. "Wrought iron ... was THE basic metal used by the
blacksmith until the twentieth century. It was prized most for its
malleability ... almost pure iron with very little carbon content... "2
Wrought iron would then be further reworked by a blacksmith
to align the fibers and produce tool iron. Steel (blister steel) was
wrought iron that had been heated for 2 weeks to remove more
impurities.
Tool steel was used for the edges of tools well into the l 850's.
It was refined and was cast into bars. Gradually replacing blister
steel, it was known as cast (or crucible) steel. Thus, cast steel is
stamped on some tools.
Wrought iron was extremely malleable. A skilled blacksmith
created works of art that also served as tools. The smith would work
with forge (bar) iron and make wrought objects from it. He would
also weld steel onto iron, developing a tempered surface.
Cast iron, another product of a blast furnace, was very brittle.
This brittleness, due to a high carbon content, was perfect for cast
kettles, pots, griddles and other hollowware directly exposed to fire.
A foundry reheated iron pigs and made castings from them.
Some furnaces produced only pig iron and sent it to major cities to
be reworked at foundries.
Tools reflect the ironmaster's expertise. They are products of a
300 year old American industry started when European settlers came
to this nation and continued in defiance of British law.

Suzanne is in the midst of multi-year research
project on Joanna Furnace (1791-1897), Berks
County, Pennsylvania. The book will be published
1996-97. Joanna Furnace is located 1½ miles north
of the Morgantown exit of the Pennsylvania
Turnpike. The Fall Festival (the first weekend after
Labor Day) and the Apple Festival (second Saturday
in October) provide visitors with a better
understanding of an iron-making plantation. Joanna
Furnace is only 5 miles from Hopewell Furnace
National Historical Site.

Newark 1837 -1838
by Bud Brown
A recently purchased Newark, NJ City Directory for the years
18 3 7 -183 8 by B. T. Pierson is an interesting historical sketch.
Although I have other early city directories among my references,
this is the first one from Newark. (Prior knowledge of Newark
consisted ofusing the airport and in the I 960s, taking the PATH to
my office in downtown NY after returning from weekends in Reading,
PA.)
The Directory author states, "The Town ofNewark was settled
in the month ofMay 1666, by emigrants from Connecticut. They had
difficulties with the Hackensack Indians but they were finally
resolved."
The Newark Directory includes the following listings:
Andruss, George W., plane factory 150 Washington (St.)
Burns, Thomas, plane maker 150 Washington (St.)
Congar, John P., tool maker, Broad (St.)
Congar, William, edge tool maker 3 Wiliam (St.)
Connison, Alexander, machine maker 29 New (St.)
Farrand, Samuel E. machine maker, 94 Market (St.)
Francis, Elias, plane maker 145 Washington (St.) Home 236 Plane (St.)
Gould, Ezra, machine maker 54½ Bank (St.)
Heinisch Roehus, surgical instrument maker Quarry above High (St.)
Hunter, Alfred, table knife manuf. Quarry nr. Washington (St.)
King, John, plane maker 23 Commerce (St.)
King, John A. (colored) plane maker 20 Academy (St.)
Johann Jacob Krauer, surgical instrument maker Brown near Bloomfield Rd
Mockridge, Abraham, plane manuf. 14 5 Washington (St.)
Mockridge & Francis, plane manuf. 145 Washington (St.)
Morris, Aaron, plane maker Market comer High (St.)
Noe, Timothy B., plane maker 162 Plane (St.)
Parkhurst, Charles, turner and plane maker 55 Court (St.)
Searing, John D. plane maker 84 Academy (St.)
Stiles, James turner and brush maker 4 Plane (St.)
Stiles, James brush maker Boyden nr Quarry
Williams, George edge tool maker State nr Broad (St.)
Willis, David planemaker 162 plane (St.)
See Timothy Noe

1

Arthur Cecil Bining. Pennsylvania Iron Manufacture in the
Eighteenth Century. Second edition. Harrisburg: Pennsylvania
Historical and Museum Commission, 1987.
2

p. 41. Jeannette Lasansky, To Draw, Upset and Weld: The Work
ofthePenreylvania Rural Blacksmith 1742-1935. University Park,
PA: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1980.
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In 1836 the population of Newark, according to the Directory,
was 19,372 including 324 male colored, 396 female colored, and 10
slaves. One-third of the residents were employed in the manufacture
of shoes.

Veneering
by David Pollak
I love veneer work and in my shop I get the opportunity to
do quite a bit of it. Perhaps I should say that I love the variety
and versatility of veneer work because the actual work itself
can be very tricky and at times quite frustrating. I would like
to try to explain what veneering is about, because in dealing
with my clients it is apparent that there are many
misconceptions about this aspect of woodworking.
Webster's dictionary defines veneer as a "thin, superficial
layer of material; a thin layer of fine wood glued over a
cheaper wood. It is this negative notion of trying to make
something look other than it is, or trying to cover up something
inferior that I would like to try to dispel. Unfortunately, today
in this "image-is-everything-world," there is a basis of truth to
this negative concept of veneer. Furniture sold as solid wood
is often particleboard covered with veneer. Often this veneer
is not even wood, but a photographic film. When veneer is
used, it is usually so thin as to be almost transparent. The
slightest chip or scratch can expose the material underneath.
Some glues used today such as contact cement and
thermoplastic glues can allow veneers to pull apart, curl up, or
just plain fall off. It is doubtful that much of this furniture will
stand the test of time, as did much of the beautifully veneered
furniture of the 18th and 19th centuries. With this in mind, is
it any wonder that people today are suspicious of veneered
furniture?
But surely this is not the whole picture. There must be
more to veneering than just trying to cover up cheap wood and
inferior construction. To understand the full picture one must
examine how veneer is made, what its applications are, and
what glues and techniques are used to lay it.
Veneer has been used since early Egyptian times and
probably before. The methods associated with its use
remained virtually unchanged until the 19th century. Many of
those early methods are still used today. Veneer can be made
from many materials. The most common veneering materials
are wood, gold, silver, brass, mother-of-pearl, and tortoise
shell. Wood veneer was traditionally sawn from¼ to 1/s inch
thick by hand by skilled sawyers, then planed with a toothing
plane to even out any sawrnarks and discrepancies. With the
advent of the industrial revolution, machines were devised to
slice veneers more quickly and efficiently. This allowed
veneers to be sliced off a log or burl to almost any thickness
and without any saw kerf or waste between sheets. Today
veneers are generally sliced to around 1120th to I/30th of an
inch and 1/100th of an inch is not unheard of.
Orienting and slicing logs in different ways can produce a
wide variety of grain patterns or figure from the same log. The
fact that veneer can be sliced thin, and that consecutive sheets
have virtually the same pattern leads to several advantages
over solid wood. For example, hundreds of sheets of veneer
can be sliced from one log as opposed to a few dozen boards.
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This allows the wood from rare or figured logs to go much
farther. The veneer from a log is consistent in color and grain,
leading to a more uniform and sophisticated look. Sections of
trees too unstable to use as solid boards such as crotches and
burls are usable when sliced into thin veneers and attached to
a stable base. Since sheets of veneer sliced in consecutive
order are practically identical, this allows the construction of
beautiful matching or repetitive patterns such as bookmatches
(mirrored patterns) and sunbursts. The craftsman also uses his
palette of differently colored and grained veneers to create
beautiful marquetry patterns. These "paintings in wood" are
usually based on geometric patterns or forms of nature and can
be easily cut with a knife or jigsaw from the thin veneer sheets.
The pieces fit together like a jigsaw puzzle and are taped
together then glued to the solid wood background in one
assembled sheet. Cabinetmakers who build curved pieces of
furniture, such as serpentine front or bowfront pieces, also
appreciate the flexibility of thin sheets of veneer. They can
build up their curves out of a secondary wood, pine or poplar,
without regard to seams or grain, and then lay beautiful
veneers over the top.
Veneers were traditionally laid down with hide glue.
These glues were made from animal by-products soaked in
water until they reached a gelatin-like consistency, and then
heated until liquid. A squeegee-type tool called a veneer
hammer was used to push the veneer down and squeeze out the
excess glue. The veneer would stick almost immediately as the
glue cooled back down to its gelatin state and then would
become rockhard overnight as the water in the glue dried out.
Today this practice is still in use although it has been largely
replaced by modern glues and processes.
Most small shops today use a vacuum press and Elmer'stype white glue to lay veneers. The glue is spread onto the .
secondary wood and the veneer is placed on top. This then
goes into a large heavy duty plastic bag and the air is pumped
out with a vacuum pump and air pressure clamps the veneer
down to the flat or curved surface of the substrate (secondary
wood) until the glue is dry.
Larger shops and plywood manufacturers use a variety of
presses, most relying on large steel plates called platens that
are brought down on the work with tremendous pressure. Heat
or radio waves are used to quickly set up the specialized glues
that are used in this process.
Unfortunately, today there are many people using contact
cement to apply veneers. Since contact cement is basically
rubber and never gets really hard, the natural movement of
wood veneers will ultimately break down the bond, leading to
cracked veneers or delamination.
In conclusion, the subject of veneering is much too broad
for this short article to do it credit. However, if I have even in
a small way dispelled the notion that veneer is just a thin,
superficial layer of material used to disguise a cheaper wood,
then I feel I have achieved my purpose.
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A Tool for Dad
by Susan Farnham
I grew up surrounded by antiques. Antique furniture,
"No, no!" I laughed, "I'm not looking for a bell. That
dishes, paintings, tools, and gadgets seemingly piled in every
word is tolls." I pointed to the paper, "I'm looking for a tool,
comer of my parents' old farmhouse and my father's painting
spelled T-O-O-L," I wrote out the word.
studio. One would think that a person exposed to the life of
I tried my best to make him understand. I asked for
collecting at such an early age would want to follow her
another piece of paper and tried to draw pictures of tools. But
parents' example. Not I. I like wide open spaces, empty white
he shook his head firmly and told me that tools were not the
walls, and comfortable chairs. I would like, if it were at all
sort of thing he ever sold, nor apparently did the other antiques
possible, to own no more than what would fit in a backpack.
stores in Bucharest. The obvious thing was to go to the
But I admire my father, Alexander Farnham. He has
country.
always collected. In the l 930's, as a child, he collected comic
In the quaint village of Rasinari, I met a family that
magazines, match covers, books, and coins. For the past 40
invited me to their house for dinner. I asked if they knew
years he's concentrated on antique tools as well as paintings,
where I might be able to get an old tool for my father, who
sculpture, folk art, and primitives. Such was his passion for
collected them. They looked at me oddly. Why did I want a
the old tools that he wrote articles on them and then books:
tool? To do what? They didn't think I could get one because
Early Tools ofNew Jersey and the Men Who Made Them and
the people used their tools. I finally gave up the search.
Search for Early New Jersey Toolmakers. And he still spends
In May of 1993, I returned to Romania with a friend, and
his weekends combing the
spent most of our week in
V arsag, a small village in the
tables and boxes at flea markets
and auctions on the lookout for
hills. My friend wanted to go
new finds.
to a carpenter 's shop to have
some work done on a walking
Seeing such energy spent in
stick.
this way, I have made one
When we reached Tamas
concession
to
collecting.
& Ganas' carpenter's shop, we
Whenever I travel, I look for
saw many polished well-used
something for Dad. Since I am
no expert on what makes a
tools. Wood shavings littered
collectible valuable, this was
~
the workbench and the floor.
I breathed deeply the smell of
never a criterion in my search,
fresh-cut pine. Dad would
but what did become important
love this, I thought, as I eyed
was the story. My father
the planes.
expected one.
"Could I buy one of
When I went to Romania in
Romanian planes - with the "gift" plane in the center.
these?" I asked the carpenter's
1991, I wanted to find an old
son, as I rubbed my hand over the smooth worn surface of the
handmade tool for Dad. It looked as if I would have no trouble
wooden plane. He looked embarrassed, shook his head shyly,
in this land of horse-drawn carts, hay ricks, and ancient plows.
and told us that he needed them as they used these tools every
I went to antiques shops in Bucharest and saw icons, jewelry,
day in their trade. It was my tum to be embarrassed. I would
and ornate old things, none of which interested me. I wanted
not ask anyone again. Dad was not going to get a Romanian
something old and handmade and simple, something that had
the touch of hardworking human hands, the hands of people
tool.
We took photos of the shop and the carpenter's son. He
who worked the land and breathed the clean air of those
seemed happy to comply, eager to show us everything. As we
mountain pastures.
got into the car to leave, he came out and handed me the plane.
"Do you have any old tools?" I asked the man behind a
I flushed. I tried to give it back, but he wouldn't take it. "What
glass case in the Bucharest antiques store.
is the price?"
"Tools," he muttered under his breath, "tools." A light
He shook his head, waved, and walked away.
caught in his eye, a recollection, a memory, "I think I know
what you mean. Like Hemingway, his book."
Editor's Note: This article was printed in its entirely in the
"Hemingway?" I was perplexed.
May
1994 issue of the Maine Antique Digest. It has been
"Yes, for whom the .. . Here I will write for you. FOR
edited to fit The Too/Shed by the gracious permission of
WHOM THE BELL TOLLS. We used to have one, but we
Maine Antique Digest and Susan Farnham.
sold it." He shook something imaginary (bell-like) in the air.
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My Favorite Day
by Martin Donnelly
No matter how many times one
level of interest by all involved has
makes the drive to the Crane Auction
grown steadily ever since. The
Barn in rural central New Hampshire,
presence of more than sixty dealers
there is no diminishing the sense of
offering all manner of antique tools,
anticipation that at the end of the
combined with the fact that Murray
journey is to be found something very
makes a special effort to reserve an
special. Far too many places that are
ample array of choice quality tools for
the common haunts of tool collectors
the auction, have made the Tool Flea
have a sameness about them that
Market a "can't miss" for collectors
forces the focus of memory less on the
from near and far.
people and places encountered than on
The flea-market day begins early,
the things --the inanimate objects
with the first dealers moving their
which are, of course, the objects of our
vehicles into line several hours before
impassioned search; but, which are
the 6 :00 a.m. setup time. By 5:00
treasured so much more so if they
a.m. the train of vans and motor
have about them tales of how they
homes snakes around the comer and
came to be where they are that are
out of sight. The morning is clear, but
accompanied by colorful stories of
far from quiet. The tinkling of cow
Who, Where, When and Why.
bells is scarcely heard amidst the
Such stories of "the one that didn't
banter of the dealers and the rhythmic
get away" come with each and every
slapping of mosquitos the size of
object rescued from the blue-tarp and
The Author with Richard Crane.
small birds. At the appointed hour,
tube- sock flea market and every Holiday Inn auction site which, but
Lee Murray, perfectly punctual in the grand New England tradition,
for the benefit of a unique mailing address, might well be one and the
opens the gate to begin the Pandemonium that is part Brimfield
same. The power of greater-than-total recall has been visited upon
opening and part Oklahoma Land Run. Amid the bustle of people
tool collectors in a degree far beyond that of the general populace.
and the color of tents there comes alive in each ofus the little boy
Yes, there will always be stories, no matter what, no matter where,
who once wanted to join the circus or search for hidden treasure. For
no matter who.
one more day, the Flea Market day, the circus comes to town and the
Some places, though, are made for stories. They are filled with
anticipation of finding pirate's gold lives again.
people of vibrant color and unique character. They are
As the scramble of seeking and setting out begins to subside, the
picture-postcard places that are scenery, history and experience. As
final and most important element in the mix of people, places and
I pass the road signs along the northward journey toward the Crane
things comes into focus. Everyone is here! Both familiar faces and
family farm and the site of the Sixteenth Annual Antique Tool
the first-timers, who will soon become regulars, exchange greetings
Auction and Flea Market, the names of places evoke the sense of
and share stories while perusing the dealers' wares and inspecting the
history that is so much a part of the search for the tools we seek:
auction fare. It is the local folk who add punctuation to the mix of
Albany and Troy, New York: Home of dozens of planemakers;
people from far and wide. Richard Crane, our host, is resplendent in
Brattleboro, Vermont: Cradle of early rule making and home of
trademark red suspenders and derby hat. Lee Murray is both
countless inventors; and Keene, New Hampshire: Home ofEliphalet
perfectly polite and perfectly professional. Two of the auction
and Elisha Briggs, planemakers in the years before the Revolutionary
runners, both octogenarians, reinforce the feeling that this is a place
War. The list goes on, and it matters not from which direction one
that time has left behind.
travels to the tiny village of Hillsboro Upper Village. There is no
No Crane auction would be complete without Fred Courser.
mistaking that this is where it all started. Everything about this
Now Bo may know most eve1ything, but Fred knows hammers. Fred
country says that this is the land of Yankee ingenuity. It is the
is a sometime sheep fa1mer and all time hammer collector whose
timeless landscape and the solid buildings from long, long ago; and
expertise in percussion tool technology is legendary. The inner
it is in the look and sound of the people.
pockets of his Captain Kangarooesque jacket most always have a
Once each year around the third week in July, in the heart of the
show-and-tell surprise complete with a story. This day was no
New Hampshire summer, the family farm of Richard Crane, the
exception. "Have you ever seen one of these?", asks Fred. "I thought
celebrated "Country Auctioneer" who has made antique tools his
not. It's the only one I've ever seen!", is his pronouncement, gleefully
specialty, is transformed from quiet countryside of hand-made stone
shared with the dutifully bewildered. And there are more pockets,
fences and cows with bells around their necks to a bustling and
each filled with a "What's that?" and a "I thought not!", just in case.
colorful outdoor market and tented auction gallery that adds the
As the day winds down and the small objects with big stories are
necessary element of "things" to the mix of people and places from
packed for the trip to their new homes, and as the tents are folded and
which tool collecting memories are made.
put away, the sound of cow bells can be heard once again. It now
The first such market was organized by Lee Murray, Antique
seems so quiet, so out of the way. Who would believe that this quiet
Tool Sale Manager for the Crane enterprise, sixteen years ago. The
farmstead was so filled with people and things?
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FROM MAX RICHARDSON

lbJ

Letters Received

Whatsit #19 in the Sept. ToolShed ... seems quite similar to little
gadgets (usually not as sophisticated) that golfers use to repair ball
dents on the putting green. The iittle prongs are used to dig into and
lift up the dented spot in the turf and then the area is stepped on to
CRAFTS members only may have a free 5 line (40 word) ad that is
press it back down to level.
Bob Nelson - Cheverly, Maryland
primarily related to the exchange of tools or information. Each
The Sept. ToolShed is great! In fact they all are. I save every issue.
additional line (over 5) is $1 . Send to: Stuart Shippey, 251 Hillside
Ave., Chatham NJ 07928-1732 (FAX 201 301-9781). All ads
Keep up the good work.
Al Bates - Hockessin, Delaware
accepted on a space permitting basis. Please print/type.
Early American Industries Assoc.
Seeing theTidey plane in the Sept. issue jogged my memory about an
WANTED
advertisement Tidey had in an issue of The Manufacturer and
Builder publication, circa 187 5, which was published in N.Y. City.
CUTTER and LEVER CAP for a STANLEY No. 64 BUTCHER BLOCK
Marcus B.Tidey, a native of Canada, ran his woodworking
PLANE, also need a lever cap for a No. 40 SCRUB PLANE.
machinery business at the Hedenburg Works, located then next to the
!bi Howard Meyer, 1737 Ruie Rd., North Tonawanda, NY 14120
inclined plane on the Morris Canal in Newark, from 1866 to 1900,
HARNESS/ LEATHER WORKING DRAW GAUGES, ROUND KNIVES, etc.
and as you see from the ad. he manufactured quite a variety of
by BURSCH, SEYMOUR, BALDWIN, CHARLTON, GOODSELL ... NJ Cutlers
products. The 1870 Products of Industry census for New Jersey,
!bi Ken Hopfel, 25 Lilac Dr., Flemington, NJ 08822 w 908 788-2053.
page 8, second ward lists the occupants for the
Hedenburg Works and Marcus and his crew of 10
SANDUSKY WOOD and METAL PLANES,
MaC".hln"" ~hklt
made 75 pieces of machinery, and 20 dozen saw
; !!Hllt'11n1er. tohe
catalogs, advertising, and other tools marked
rr,un H'O tn r,nr,
p,it
Sandusky. Please send for my want list. Also
gauges. These would be the gauges he patented on
corr
d lu
n,•.
seeking information about, and tools marked F.
March 10, 1857 while living in Ithaca, N.Y., number
or J. FORSYTHE. !bi John Walkowiak, 3452
C:lrt'nlar Ra•
lt.·ndu-"' \•Ith u.16,812. They also did $2,000 in jobbing. What I
Humboldt Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55408
rn#' e,u...
w 612 824-0785.
found interesting is that his output sold for a total of
r.111ti11e u, 11111k111=- 1!1ttc Joio1-.
rh:hl
T1trk1 i,-.
$12,460 and his costs of materials and wages totaled
:11111
1•,·11•
r,nme
$10,516 leaving Marcus a profit of $1,944. I hope
ofl
t-law-11~
d•e
11l111r• anrl khul";
FOR SALE
Rlldo tn1• c ~
that Marcus did better financially over the years than
cut 5,.,,.11. t••
ki1Hh1 1t.nd lhr.-.
shown in the 1870 returns, but creative inventors are
l"n1n,o
ANTIQUE TOOLS, Mill Property Antiques, Rte.
n111.ker,1• m It er
~•"'"· three khid•
not usually hard headed business people. Those of
23, West Main St., Morgantown, PA; Exit 23 of
nnd
f:Ahlnml ri,rnn..P'orte m11kr.ni,• Joiulin~ lthr.hlnCfl, three ktnd•
PA Turnpike. w 610 286-8854. Always
you who have read about him over the years realize
1
11
:~:: .~;?:1 ~ii:tii1tn;,7uig!~·c't~~~;11: ;r'~~-f.1~~~ht-:-c~r~,~": hundreds of wooden and metal planes. Large
that Gage, via David Bridge~ have Marcus to thank Cul tin:,: ~(arh111<":,. fhrl"f'!lll7,r.,i; l~.cTrimmln1 M"-Chh1Ct'! lln1NI•
:iuf'1~;:;~•Ci;tt~~~;c~~~-'~hi:11J,~h!~!1 ~~rv:i:! assortment of carpentry and metal working
for his initial plane design. It would be interesting to ~nah, Uli,ui.
11ud Dnor 1n1tkcr,a• .Mow-In~ ,lni11tln2. atnd f»l\noJ.
tools. Open seven days from 10 am - 5:30 PM.
tt'~-~~~,~i::::j'a~~ :1r:•L("d~,~i~~~~~~T- ~";;!1~~:r...~,~;r~~1; , ~
find evidence that Bridges, who was a machinist, had oat
uuhcns.&J ,rw•i.u, aU..rhn1~111.
)I. n. TlDRY.
6" CRAFTSMAN JOINTER MOUNTED ON
Jlcdcuburi: Workt, Ntwark, N. J.
worked for Tidey in Newark, and had seen a plane
CUSTOM BASE with wheels, 220-volt motor,
there, and felt he could improve it.
$300. Contact Lew Cooper w 908 879-5015.
Larry Brundage - Redwood City, California
Cl'IIL
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